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The mainstream fields of Polish dance research were defined in 1818-1847 by Józef Elsner, Kazimierz Brodziński, Łukasz Gołębiowski and Karol Czerniawski, who broadly characterized some elements of the dances considered as national (the polonaise, mazur, krakowiak and kozak). Oskar Kolberg knew very well the works of all these authors and referred to them many times. However, he was unique in his extensive documentation of dance melodies, information about their geographic origin, and local terminology. He also characterized the dances with regard to their sequence in the traditional context and described the dance technique in an instructive manner. Oskar Kolberg's documentation for quite a long time remained outside the scope of mainstream research and publications about dance in Poland. In the 1930s Polish representatives of the newly defined field of ethnochoreology were the first to include examples from Kolberg in their works on the ritual dances, regional dances and characteristic dance behaviour types and forms. Kolberg's works increased in popularity after the World War II. Today the materials left by Oskar Kolberg allow us to establish to a large extent the geographic range and perspective on the changes of dance repertoire, both with regard to choreographic technique and dance types, or a more detailed and critical perspective on the problems of folk terminology in dance phenomena. It may also serve as the point of departure for wider retrospective or comparative studies -which may not be very fashionable today, but which have never been adequately conducted in Poland.
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In order to properly evaluate the importance of the collection of Oskar Kolberg for the choreological research, first it is necessary to define the place which Kolberg's materials occupy in the Polish tradition of dance studies. Despite the regular presence of practical dance education (including the national and characteristic dances) in convent schools and in cadet units, starting not later than the mid-17 th century, theoretical interest in choreology has so far only been confirmed to appear at the end of the 18 th century in schools under the authority of the National Education Committee (KEN), whichas is widely known -encouraged the teaching of "the history of arts and crafts". It is confirmed in a report from 1786 related to the subdivisional schools in Płock region, in which KEN's general inspectors -Walerian Bogdanowicz and Father Bonifacy Garycki -noted that these schools were teaching "of the time of invention of dances, the difference in use of dances today and in old times, and how varied the dances were with our ancestors"
1 . As evident from this example, the theoretical perspective on dance concentrated on the origins and history of dance, and contemporary dance was studied only for comparative purposes. . One needs to stress that despite the certain superficiality of this book and neglect of country dances, the author nevertheless discussed dances regarded as the national repertoire of the time in a geographically very broad (and very modern for his time) context of function, spatial forms and characteristic sets of movements.
Czerniawski's work was popular at the time of the academic debut of Oskar Kolberg, who -during his studies in the Warsaw Lyceum -had a chance to become acquainted also with lectures and publications by Brodziński, admired by the capital's youth. Undoubtedly, as a mature scholar he knew the works of all these authors very well and related to them many times, which reflects the special place that the topic of national dances 7 occupies in his works. He frequently quotes Brodziński, 5 Ł. Gołębiowski, (1830 
Czerniawski and Gołębiowski
8 , together with their mistakes and simplifications, but only rarely includes quotations from authors discussing traditional dances 9 as a secondary topic. For example, for quite a long period Kolberg, following Czerniawski's approach, considered kujawiak and oberek to be synonymous 10 , which may also have resulted from the observation of a practice common in Kuyavia, namely -that of starting a dance series with a kujawiak to then gradually moving to the oberek 11 . Oskar Kolberg introduced the distinction between an oberek and a kujawiak only directly before 1867 as a result of comments he received in field study 12 and collected press clippings 13 . Naturally there are many more examples of such imitation or direct references to his predecessors.
However, there is one aspect in which Kolberg was unique even in this first period: the broad documentation of dance melodies together with their variants and information about their geographical origins. In the earlier period of Polish folk studies, the only such study took place in 1819 near Cieszyn, where a group of local folklore collectors wrote down several dance melodies, and even this was inspired from the outside by the Friends of Music Association of the Austrian Empire in Vienna 14 . In other music collections, hardly more than every tenth, or even every twentieth song text was accompanied by notated melodies, and dance music was almost totally neglected. Of course, mazurkas, krakowiaks, kujawiaks and obereks were composed in huge numbers, but these were -at best -artistic takes on village repertoire (if not -bourgeoisie reinterpretations). Kolberg, who was not foreign to composing "in the rural style" or at least processing the melodies collected during field studies, in his compositions and popularising activities predominantly used themes notated during field expeditions. In 1857, however, he broke away from the common practice of his time, publishing transcriptions of 466 dance melodies in a volume which thus exceeded in scope the totality of all previous collectors' publications. During Kolberg's lifetime more than 10 volumes with chapters dedicated to dance melodies were published 15 . Moreover, in his manuscripts Kolberg left a collection exceeding the number of dance melodies published during his lifetime by an order of magnitude 16 .
However, it is not just the sheer volume of the material left behind by Kolberg that he should be admired for. With time, also his own descriptions of dances included in his work acquired a special character. While in the publication of 1857 we only find laconic and imprecise characterisations of several dances, based on the accounts of his predecessors 17 , in his later regional monographs, published from 1865 on, Kolberg first characterised each dance as part of the description of customs and rites 18 , and later tried as accurately as possible to describe the development of the dance and the dance situation 19 . This refers predominantly to dances observed by him directly in field studies, as exemplified in his publications on Kuyavia, the Cracow region or the Grand Duchy of Poznań. Kolberg's involvement in documenting dance structures was related to the manifesto-cumplea he published in "Biblioteka Warszawska", where he announced his call to collect among the common folk, among others: "Dances. […] turning around for some time, and followed in this by all the dancers, he throws his left hand (when his right hand is free) around the waist of his partner, who holds him around the belt with her right hand, while her left hand is free, he suddenly stops for a moment in front of the fiddler, and humming to him the melody of the oberek that he wants to be played, or singing the same to the fiddler from afar without stopping the dance, he suddenly shouts loudly and sharply: k'seb, na kseb, na ksóbkę (i.e. turn to the left), turns his partner around rear-to-front holding her with his left hand, and then the whole line of dancers changes direction to the opposite, i.e. to the left, or -with a momentarily quicker motion -to the left and right alternatively, only now going in the direction of the man's right hand; and under the name of Mazur they start to dance an oberek, however without the boldness of movement typical of the Mazur dance 22 .
At the same time, Kolberg was studying the correlations between the terminology and choreographic technique, looking for characteristic features of individual dance types. To his surprise, the studies revealed that these relations, quite obvious on the surface, when confronted with the information provided by locals from various areas of the region revealed the existence of numerous variants, contrary to his initial findings:
However, in the vicinity of Włocławek (as well as in many places in Powiśle and toward Pałuki) it was just the opposite: they give the name of Kujawiak to a dance just after the Chodzony, and danced to the left [ksebka], […] while what they call an obertas, or a fast Mazur, is the dance directed to the right [odsibka], the third and the quickest part here, in which both sexes hold each other by the waist with one hand, with the other hand free. This shows that the change of direction is free (maybe in some way depending on the direction of the Chodzony, which also, as dancers please, may be kseb or odsib, which does not impact so much on the name of the dance, as on the method of dancing and the quickness of movements 23 .
Being thoroughly educated in music, Oskar Kolberg was not content with the hitherto typical (e.g. in the case of the kujawiak) characterization of the melody as "wistful, nice and charming" or "sad or wistful (though on the faster side)"
24
. Describing dances instead as e.g. "faithful to the general character of the music of Wielkopolska" 25 , he provides much more specific information, especially on the tempi and rhythmic patterns: Kolberg's inquisitiveness, although in his time unsurpassed by his contemporaries, was still in line with the increased and deepened interest in the traditional village dance, as exemplified by the activities of Kolberg's collaborators, or correspondents of magazines writing on folklore-related topics, especially in "Lud", "Wisła" and "Tygodnik Ilustrowany". The transformation of approach to this topic is perfectly illustrated also by changes in the style of dance iconography -as the beginnings of Kolberg's research activity coincided with the popularity of painters who preferred to depict rather static poses from a greater distance and did not take much care to reflect movement, such as Wincenty Smokowski, Michał Stachowicz, or representatives of the Warsaw school, most of whom collaborated with Kolberg (Franciszek Kostrzewski, Wojciech Gerson, Władysław Bakałowicz, Henryk Pillati), whereas the end of Kolberg's career fell on the period of deeper observation of rural dance choreography, and especially the movement itself and its individual variants, by painters from the Munich Group (e.g. Józef Chełmoński) or the Cracow "peasant enthusiasts" (Włodzimierz Tetmajer, Wincenty Wodzinowski).
Kolberg's research insights allowed him to also discover the functioning of certain dance suites in the dance culture of the majority of Polish ethnographic regions, defining the order of dances in traditional series.
What sets Kolberg apart from his predecessors is also the fact of not being satisfied with a survey of the emblematic forms of national dances, but rather striving to describe as many types of dances as possible. Therefore, Kolberg compiles, within the framework of his publishing series, all types of information about traditional dance types, supplementing it with additional information from his field studies. Apart from dances deemed as national, he described dances of secondary 26 Ibidem, importance, such as dyna 27 , drabant 28 , kowal-kołodziej 29 , przodek, szot, wielki wiatrak and wiwat 30 . Moreover, he beautifully characterized the dances from the eastern parts of the former 1 st Polish Republic, especially Lithuania (kiepurele, žoliniélis, skuscinka, pasiutelis, tancus, dżygun) 31 and Ukraine (Churilo dance, chabarashka, kolomyjka, horodenka, vertak, choban, serpen, kozak, hajduk, volokh, arkan, Madzhar [Hungarian] , shumka, zavierukha, khayduk, serban 32 ). He also appreciated the importance of movement-based games and plays, including dance 27 Idem, (1964 27 Idem, ( /1889 . Łęczyckie, pp. VI-VIII; Idem, (1963 Idem, ( /1886 32 Idem, (1963 Idem, ( /1888 . Pokucie, part III, pp. 1-8; . Ruś Karpacka, part II, pp. 413-416; Idem, (1994) . Podole, p. 219 ; Idem, (1979 ) as an important element of teaching local dance culture and part of the shepherd culture.
The documentation of Oskar Kolberg and his contemporaries, in contrast to the works focusing on the Polish national dances, for quite a long time remained outside the scope of mainstream research and publications about dance in Poland, despite the considerable increase of interest in regional cultures during the 1920s and 1930s. That interest was facilitated in a way by German scholars defining choreology as a separate field of study in the 1920s, thus introducing systematic research into the dance phenomena, especially in the works of Victor Junk 37 and Rudolf Laban
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. Following the example of choreology, in the 1930s the field of ethnochoreology 33 Idem, (1963 33 Idem, ( /1876 34 Idem, (1974) . Sanockie-Krośnieńskie, pp. 403-404. 35 Idem, (1967) . Kaliskie i Sieradzkie, p. 541. 36 Idem, (1969) . Mazowsze, part VII, pp. 604-606. 37 V. Junk, (1930 Kolberg's Works] , edited by Maria Drabecka. The latter scholarfollowing closely in Kolberg's footsteps -concentrated on the dances which formed the basis for the those which were deemed as national by the middle and upper classes. Apart from this, she also took up the topic of some regional dances from the regions which were ethnically Polish. However, the author ignored historical dances, which -by the way -was a topic she was rather well versed in, as well as the issue of dances from territories which fell outside the post-war borders of Poland.
The Classification of dances is made more difficult by the rural people themselves (as can be confirmed by any field collector), who use different names for one and the same dance, so that the same dance melody in one village is called a kujawiak, in another -an oberek, in yet another even walcerek [little waltz], not to mention those really numerous names which depend on the circumstances in which the dance is performed 47 .
It should also be noted that one name frequently denotes many different dance phenomena. For this reason, the lexicographic approach to documentation and field materials makes the understanding of the role and meanings of individual dance-related phenomena in Poland difficult, although it certainly facilitates the first contact with the traditional Polish dances in question. What is certain, however, is that Poland lacks publications which would present individual dance phenomena in a broad perspective of social and symbolic, but also geographical and temporal contexts. Unfortunately, the work of Dąbrowska, predominantly organised in accordance with the names of dances, is the only Polish ethnochoreological study using Kolberg's documentation.
The materials left behind by Oskar Kolberg, especially those from the last 25 years of his life, are a unique source, though obviously incomplete. They allow us to establish to a large extent the geographic range and perspective on the changes of dance repertoire, both with regard to choreographic technique and dance types, or a more detailed and critical perspective on the problems of folk terminology in dance phenomena. It may also serve as the point of departure for wider retrospective or comparative studies -which may not be very fashionable today, but which have never been adequately conducted in Poland. Unfortunately this brief review shows that to date -apart from a few, usually unfinished or unsatisfactory attempt -these areas have not been explored, despite the scarcity of the surviving field documentation and the constant references to Kolberg as one of the first researchers of the choreographic technique of country dances in the territory of Poland.
